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ADD 
 
1. As per addm # 3 Q & A   Q # 24 on pg 4 Does the DOC require interface with commissary?  NO   

 
Answer is now   YES  see explanation below.  
         
We actually charge the inmates for medical visits via commissary accounting.  
 
Explain the method / billing system used by your firm to charge and track all charges to  
inmates for medical visits and related charges via commissary billing /accounting  
as part of your EHR Software solution.  
 

2. We would like to avoid repetitive work functions and redundant questions to the inmate on forms that are mandated by 
the TCJS, MHMR reporting, and the Federal PREA regulations. 

Explain the method used by your firm to avoid repetitive work functions and redundant questions to the inmates on forms 
that are mandated by the TCJS, MHMR reporting and the Federal PREA regulations and how you would accomplish 
this? 

3. We also need a means to verify inmate identity via biometrics, so we’ll know exactly who we are treating and passing 
medication to. 

Does your software system have  biometrics feature / capability to verify inmate identity in order to keep tract of each 
individual being treated and receiving medications? Explain the method used by your firm to accomplish this and identify 
what biometric equipment would be required.  
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